Live Streaming Made Simple

INTRODUCING IMPULSE, AVPRO EDGE’S EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION FOR STREAMING LIVE TO THE INTERNET VIA YOUTUBE, FACEBOOK AND MORE.

Streaming with the Impulse is simple even for the most novice user, you quickly set it, then you forget it is even running. With Impulse, there is no need to have a dedicated computer do the streaming and with front panel controls you are able to access the menu features easily. All of this topped with the ability to record simultaneously makes Impulse the best solution on the market for live streaming devices.

Streaming live content has never been easier. Simply connect the Impulse through its LAN port to the internet, connect a camera via HDMI or SDI, then configure your settings via any browser (on your phone, tablet, or laptop) and you are streaming to Facebook Live, Twitch, or YouTube.

Other streamers on the market cannot record simultaneously and need a dedicated computer to do the actual streaming. With these products you have to understand encoding technology to even get the stream started, with Impulse all presets are ready to use. It’s so simple anyone could use it. The Impulse is compact, easy to use, and most importantly it was built for one purpose; to stream/record the connected source.
GO BEYOND YOUR AVAILABLE SEATS

Most Houses of Worship have a volunteer staff that has to run the entire service; including mics, lighting, cameras and more. This can be overwhelming to anyone. When that volunteer is tasked with streaming the service live to the internet as well, it can be daunting. AVPro Edge and Sencore have developed the solution, Impulse.

An integrator recently told us about a client that had over 100 parishioners that lived around the world, but were still able to be a part of their community by watching the service every weekend on the internet. AVPro Edge’s Impulse gives you an easy way to deliver your service to members that are not able to physically attend. There are countless reasons a person may not be able to attend that are out of their control; weather, health, transportation and travel are just some of the reasons. Give those members the opportunity to be a part of your service with a little help from AVPro Edge’s Impulse.

CONNECT TO THE YOUNG ADULT AUDIENCE

Another demographic looking for streaming services are the young members of your congregation. In today’s world everyone is looking at their phone 24/7, the Impulse gives you a way to share your message with today’s youth by streaming services, events, and youth group all through Facebook or YouTube. This kind of campaign allows you to reach audiences that wouldn’t normally be exposed, and grow your community by having your members share the live streams or prerecorded videos.
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A Name You Can Trust in Broadcast
AVPRO EDGE TEAMS UP WITH SENCORE

Sencore has been a trusted name in the audio video industry for years. AVPro Edge is excited to be teaming up with Sencore to deliver Impulse to streamers everywhere. Jeff Murray CEO of AVPro Global stated,

“Collaborating with broadcast engineering firm Sencore Electronics has enabled us to bring a truly unique product to market! Meet Impulse, the first cost effective single channel encoder that makes anyone a multimedia (including live) broadcaster in minutes. Packed with features like direct broadcasting to Facebook Live, UStream, and YouTube Live coupled with ease of installation and deployment Impulse puts you in the driver’s seat to present your message to a worldwide audience. The ability to accomplish this in the past took thousands of dollars in special broadcasting headend equipment or a dedicated high-powered PC with an operator knowledgeable in cobbling together a ‘system’. With Impulse we present an affordable device that anyone can use.”

Sencore is an engineering leader in the development of high-quality signal transmission solutions for the broadcast, cable, satellite, IPTV, and professional audio/video markets. The company’s world-class portfolio includes video delivery products, system monitoring and analysis solutions, and test and measurement equipment, all designed to support system interoperability and is backed by best-in-class customer support. Sencore meets the rapidly changing needs of modern media by ensuring the efficient delivery of high-quality video from the source to the home.

HDMI Pass Through
LIVE STREAM WITHOUT INTERRUPTING YOUR VIDEO DISTRIBUTION

A major benefit with Impulse is its HDMI loop out port. This port gives you the ability to plug a live camera into the Impulse, stream to the world, and still connect the device to a confidence monitor. You would also be able to loop that into an A/V matrix switch allowing you to distribute the camera feed to many different displays. Let’s look at an example:

A live music venue streams a concert to YouTube with the Impulse. They also come out of the HDMI loop out port on the Impulse and run that cable into their distributed audio/video system. Now you are able to see the concert on the displays around the venue allowing you to maximize the exposure for the venue and the band.

This is only one example of the many uses for the HDMI loop out port. Here is what it boils down to; with the loop out HDMI port you can place the Impulse anywhere in your video distribution system and stream the content coming through it.
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One cost effective solution that encourages engagement more than anything else today is live streaming. It is a way for you to entertain as you simultaneously build your brand and community. More people are viewing live content in 2018 than ever before. Take advantage of that audience by incorporating it into your business.

The easiest way to stream live is with the Impulse. Because you don’t need a dedicated computer and can be controlled from a smart phone, anyone can use it. Businesses have increased their following by live streaming events such as:

- Live Music/DJ
- Announcing Specials or Discounts
- Darts/Pool League
- Performances
- Fantasy Sports Drafts
- Trivia Night
- Karaoke
- Unveiling a New Drink or Beer on Tap
- Video Game Competitions

The possibilities are endless. What will you stream with Impulse?
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